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1. Summary of Recommendations to the 2008 General Conference 
 

BOA RECOMMENDATION #1:  (Page 11)              
AMENDMENT to ¶410.2 – Arrangements for General Conference                     
(Proposed changes are in bold and underlined)              
 
MOTION:   
That Par. 410.2 in The Manual of The Free Methodist Church in Canada be amended to read as 
follows:  “The interval between sessions shall be approximately three years, unless otherwise 
ordered by the general conference.  It shall be held at a time and place to be determined by the 
general conference board of administration.” 
 
   Passed   Defeated Referred to________________________________ 
 

  
BOA RECOMMENDATION #2:  (Page 11) 
RESOLUTION 2:  General Conference Agenda, Priority of Resolution  
 
MOTION: 
Whereas a deadline is established for receiving Resolutions to the General Conference; and  
 
Whereas a process is outlined in the Standing Rules for assigning Resolutions to a body reporting 

to the General Conference; and  
 
Whereas the Agenda identifies when each body will give its report to the General Conference; 

and  
Whereas each body that is assigned a Resolution must make a recommendation to the General 

Conference with respect to the Resolution within its report; and 
Whereas members of the General Conference are expected to be present at all sessions of the 

General Conference; 
 
Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 2 be rejected.         
       Passed       Defeated       Referred to________________________________   
  
BOA RECOMMENDATION #3:  (Page 13) 
RESOLUTION 4:  Travel Equalization to be covered by Core Giving:  
 
MOTION:    
Whereas the travel equalization program is a concrete evidence of the FMCIC’s value of  

connectionalism being worked out to help people from a distance to attend General Conference; 
and   

 Whereas the restructuring of the General Conference moved away from budget allocations to 
local churches in favour of a covenant understanding with respect to the financial support of the 
denomination’s operation; and  

 
Whereas, if the present CORE levels are not strong enough to support subsidizing sixty percent of 

the Pension Deficit, it cannot carry the additional cost of the Travel Equalization program;  
 
 Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 4 be rejected.   
 
       Passed       Defeated     Referred to________________________________ 
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BOA RECOMMENDATION #4: (Page 13) 
RESOLUTION 5:  Creation of a “Resignation from Employment Agreement”  
 
MOTION:   
    
Whereas Resolution 5 speaks to appointment issues cared for by the National MEGaP; and  
Whereas the Board of Administration has a fiduciary responsibility to ensure that the 

denomination adheres to government employment standards and labour laws;  
    
Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 5 be referred to the 

National Ministerial Education, Guidance and Placement Committee for further study (and 
research with Human Resources specialists) with the understanding that they will report back to 
the Board of Administration. 

       Passed       Defeated     Referred to________________________________ 
 

 

BOA RECOMMENDATION #5: (Page 16) 
RESOLUTION 6:  Creation of Resource Person for Each Geographic Region  
 
In view of the fact that Resolution 6 deals with issues related to providing service to pastors and 
local churches, the National Leadership Team voluntarily absented itself so that the board could 
freely discuss the issues surrounding Resolution 6. 

MOTION:   
Whereas the Network Leader and National Leadership Team have been developing a refined 

network system for The Free Methodist Church in Canada; and  
Whereas the board affirms the FMCIC Matrix of Support and Accountability, while recognizing 

that it needs further refinement and healthy participation by each part so that each 
individual/position is accountable within the system in order for the Network System to 
function in a God-honoring, effective manner for all parties;  

 
   Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 6 be rejected.  

(Note: During its April 2008 meeting, the BOA mandated that a systems analysis by an outside 
consultant be initiated by the Board of Administration elected at the 2008 General Conference, 
once the new Board members are acclimatized to the work of the Board.) 
 
       Passed       Defeated     Referred to________________________________ 
 
 

2. Introduction 
 

The Board of Administration would like to begin its report with some expressions of thanks to: 
• Tanya Prinsep and the members of the General Conference Planning Committee who were 

responsible for putting together this weekend of business, celebration, and connection – the 
agenda, the venue, the food, and all the behind the scenes planning – thank you very much. 

• The Study Teams that have been meeting, emailing, phoning, etc. in order to prepare valuable 
information and direction for the future of our church in Canada and beyond. 
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• Rev. Carl Bull and the Nominating Committee for their time and efforts to fill positions on boards 
and committees with people who are committed to service and gifted in the areas of ministry they 
are being called to. 

 
The Board of Administration serves the Canadian General Conference in a number of roles.  The 
Board serves as the Board of Directors for the Corporation of The Free Methodist Church in Canada, 
providing general direction on overall corporate and financial matters.  It also serves as a “policy 
board” giving overall guidance, direction and encouragement to the Bishop and senior level staff.  
The Board serves as the proxy for the General Conference between Conference sessions, ensuring 
that direction given and decisions made at General Conference are dealt with in a timely and 
appropriate manner.  The BOA gives final approval to MEGaP Committee actions related to the 
admission of Ordained Ministers and Ministerial Candidates, ordination of Ministers, and other 
related changes in the ministerial status. 

 
3. Major Objectives/Actions 
 
Sincere thanks to the members of the subcommittees of the Board of Administration, their 
chairperson, and the NLT resource person who guides them – for their commitment and dedication to 
do the very best with the resources available.  The work is the Lord’s and we are His workers – in all 
that we have done, we have asked for and received His guidance as He builds His kingdom.  
Following are summary reports from each of the subcommittees. 

 
A. Church Development Committee – Rev. Marc McAlister, Chair 

 
Find Study Team Recommendations (2005): 
Based on Jared Siebert’s church history graph, we may have a trend of new growth in our 
movement; we may not. The role of Church Development is to ensure the growth of our capacity 
to fulfill our vision of healthy churches within the reach of every person in Canada and beyond. 
The Church Development subcommittee of the BOA is largely involved with the allocation of the 
Church Development and Quebec Ministries budget funds. We have created proactive principles 
and intentional strategies to guide wise decisions in putting financial support where it is most 
needed; where it will bring the best results for the Kingdom of God. It has been our privilege to 
see many exciting things happen over the past three years.   
 
In response to the recommendations that the General Conference made in 2005, here are the 
highlights, although the Healthy Churches Study Team will also report on these and give further 
strategies and dreams for the future:  
 
1. Find Recommendation #1: The BOA and NLT be directed to explore additional creative 

sources to provide sufficient funding for church planting in keeping with the mission of 
the FMCiC.  
a. Our success in wisely using existing funds has generated a need for more funding. Our 

planters have been incredibly creative in taking what we could give them and making it 
work. Because of their success, we now have more worthy, viable planting projects than 
we have funding for. Some of our short-term ideas are already bearing fruit, and we have 
also been looking farther ahead for creative long-term funding solutions. 

 
b. We have implemented a “Concrete Needs for Church Plants” section on the FMCiC 

website, so that churches can aid each other by supplying material resources. 
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c. Regional Gatherings have shown a lot of capacity to raise awareness, funding and support 
for church plants in every region across the country. 

 
d. The BOA is making significant progress in establishing permanent internal funding 

solutions. In the future, we still see the McDuff fund, CD & Quebec Giving Streams 
continuing to play a vital role in the future of church planting.  

 
2. Find Recommendation #2: That a national strategy be developed for church planting 

and ministry among First Nations peoples, in conversation with First Nations leaders, 
the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada and other possible partners. 
 
A gathering was held. The result of that conversation was the conclusion that a national 
strategy would be counter-productive, but that ongoing discussion is necessary for the 
development of new ministries.  
 

3. Find Recommendation #3: That an Intercultural Ministries Task Force be established 
to develop principles and practices for planting and affiliating intercultural 
congregations, taking into account the need to be open to a range of possible church 
planting models.  

 
Done.  This team includes Intercultural Network leaders, members of the NLT and the 
Church Development, Global Ministries, and Leadership subcommittees of the Board of 
Administration. This group meets the day before BOA meetings occur. This group intends to 
continue in order to address the complexities that will arise in the future.  
 

4. Find Recommendation #4: That intercultural “incubator” congregations be planted 
and/or developed in strategic locations across Canada. 

 
This is being studied by the Intercultural Ministries Task Force.  
 

5. Find Recommendation #5: That a capital fund be established to provide properties for 
multi-ethnic and incubator congregations. 

a. Begun. A fund was established, called the Major Cities Designated Urban Foothold Fund 
(MCDUFF). It covers 30% of a church plant’s rent or lease cost for up to 3 years. It’s 
being spent, but no money is coming in, despite the high quality video that was 
distributed. We need $25 million. 

b. MCDUFF fund recipients include:  La Lumière (The Light) Church, Gatineau, QC; The 
Open Door, Pierrefonds, QC; The Way, Toronto;  Gospel of Love, Toronto;  Tamil FMC, 
Mississauga. 

 
6. Additional developments to celebrate: 
 

a. Massive improvements to application process & allocations of funds. Good decision-
making process & principles. Most efficiently run subcommittee in BOA.  

 
b. The Church Development portion of our FMCiC website is integrated with, and 

supports all levels of FMCiC church planting, from informing the BOA subcommittee, 
church planting funding applications, tracking of the progress of church plants, to 
connecting the resources of established churches with the needs of church plants. 
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c. The LifeCycle/Lifeplan revitalization process has been developed, enhancing our 

existing planning process. We continue to develop additional tools for encouraging the 
health of existing congregations. A key part of our ongoing prosperity as a movement is 
keeping existing churches healthy and vital so that churches plant churches of their own 
as a natural growth process.  

 
7. CONCLUSION: Based on the research that has been done, we MAY be reversing a long-

term decline in our denomination. We need to stay focused and increase the energy and 
resources we invest in the future of our movement – church development. We may be seeing 
an exciting new development in our history; we may not. The choice is ours to make.  

 
B. Global Ministries Committee – Rev. Don Miller (Chair) 

 
 Since General Conference in 2005 we have adopted the following goals for our committee work: 
 

1. Develop policy and practice to support the Global Ministries component of the vision 
statement of The FMCiC 

2. Resource local churches for a more integrated outreach vision 
3. Resource the development of the Gateway Cities Initiative 
4. Encourage development of competent intercultural practitioners both in Canada and beyond  
5. Provide oversight of short and long-term mission personnel and global partnership 

opportunities 
6. Exercise wise stewardship of Global Ministry funds within the BUG framework 
 
Since the last General Conference the emerging international ministry of FMCiC has been 
upper most in our minds. As local churches have become more personally engaged in global 
opportunities we have sought to develop policy and practice where needed and appropriate, while 
at the same time encouraged local churches to take initiatives and learn for themselves. Ministry 
in places like India, Thailand, Cuba, Sri Lanka, Niger, Brazil, Spain, Mexico, Dominican 
Republic, Puerto Rico and Cambodia has been encouraged – guided, where invited – but not 
“directed” from “head office.” Local churches and visionary leaders have taken the initiative as 
the Holy Spirit led. 
 
For the first time in our Canadian history, Canadian missionaries have been sent under the 
auspices of the FMCiC to initiate new ministry. David & Jennifer Wright have been “guinea 
pigs” in this new model. As we have developed policy and practices for solid ministry in Niger, 
we have appreciated the gracious recognition of both the Wrights and their coalition of supporting 
churches that the FMCIC has been in learning mode! 
 
While pursuing our own Canadian global ministry model, we have maintained a cooperative 
relationship with Free Methodist World Missions, the mission program of the U.S.-based Free 
Methodist Church.  FMWM continues to provide oversight for Canadian missionaries, Linda 
Stryker in Congo and Debbie Hogeboom in Kenya.  In 2007, long-time missionary to Central 
and East Africa, Lois Meredith retired from FMWM but continues to service on a short-term 
basis with International Child Care Ministries in Ethiopia. 
 
Free Methodist ministry was initiated in Sri Lanka in 2003. As reported in 2005, this new 
Mission District of 9 congregations is overseen by the FMCiC. A small Canada-based Sri Lanka 
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Ministry Team representing several partner churches across the country works closely with the 
national Superintendent Rev. G.P. Jeyamanie and the Board of Administration. 
 
A major responsibility of our committee is stewardship of resources that are contributed from 
among our churches across the country. Besides roughly $400,000 from the Global Ministries 
Giving Stream, we manage almost another $200,000 from bequests and major donations. In 
dialogue with national leaders and FM missionaries around the world, we distribute these funds 
according to our priorities: Indigenous Leadership Development, Unreached People Groups, and 
Global Stewardship (relief & development). 
 
As Global Ministries Director, Dan Sheffield has actively worked with pastors, boards and local 
congregations to provide training, coaching, support and international connections.  He and Jared 
Siebert facilitate the Intercultural Ministries Task Team which addresses common issues 
between Global Ministries, Church Development and Personnel. 
 
C. Leadership Committee – Rev. Linda Dixon (Chair) 
 
The Leadership Subcommittee concerned itself with two main areas of responsibility since the 
last General Conference: 
 
1. Leadership Scholarship Plan 
The Leadership Committee helps oversee funds designated for the educational development of 
people in our denomination.  We are grateful to the Lorne Park Foundation and Lloyd Eyre 
(President) for their assistance in this area.  Specifically, this committee helps disburse 
scholarship funds to our ministerial students who are attending Christian colleges and seminaries. 
 
In this capacity, the committee identified some goals for awarding these funds. 
a. Adjust the amounts each semester so that all the money available for scholarships is 

immediately and responsibly used.  
b. Distribute funds as fairly as possible among all applicants. 
c. Support further education which is specifically focussed on a Wesleyan worldview. 
 
To this end, we have taken these specific actions: 
a. Opened funding, on a case-by-case basis, to more schools.  We see this as a move to invest in 

our students. 
b. Based scholarship awards on students’ course load. 
c. Affirmed the practice of increasing payments for higher levels of education, as we want to 

assist those who aim high. 
 
We anticipate that these changes will help make the most effective use of the Giving Stream 
funds allocated for students within the FMCiC.  In the most recent academic semester, we were 
able to distribute $20,000 to 28 students; and we anticipate the ways in which God will allow us 
to help more students in the future. 
 
2. Counselling Resources and Clergy Care 
Another area of responsibility for this committee is that of clergy care.  Care and health of clergy 
is of utmost importance to the BOA and Leadership Committee; therefore, we want to invest our 
resources wisely.  Five years ago, we became involved in the ‘Clergy Care Network’, which is a 
trans-denominational toll-free number giving pastors access to anonymous help with personal 
issues.  With review and constant monitoring, we have found this support mechanism to be 
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under-used by our pastors.  At the same time, we also saw our own denominational counselling 
resources under-used.  (Our policy is to help pay for counselling services needed by our pastors). 
 
Since last General Conference, we have promoted these resources to all pastors in the 
denomination.  The result: ‘Clergy Care Network’ use did not increase, but use of our own 
anonymous counselling services did!  With that data in mind, we decided to transfer the annual 
$3,000 allotment for the under-used ‘Clergy Care Network’ into our more heavily used 
counselling resources.  Added to the pre-existing budget of $2,000, this gives us a total of a 
$5,000 per year investment in anonymous clergy counselling resources. 
 
We will continue to track the usage of this service to ensure we are providing a useful anonymous 
counselling resource for our pastors. 
 
D.  Management Committee – Randy Miller (Chair) 

 
The Management Committee exercises two important gifts:  faith and stewardship.  During these 
past three years we have had new opportunities to exercise these gifts. 
 
Following is a list of major objectives and actions taken in the past three years.  

 
1.  Objective:  Develop a plan to address the pension deficit funding obligation (total deficit 

obligation of $1.98 million) of the Minister’s Pension Plan that arose after receiving the 
December 31, 2005 actuarial report. 
Action - The bridge funding benefit for any future retirees was removed.  A plan is in place to 
freeze the defined benefit component and introduce a defined contribution component in 
2009.  The assets of the plan in 2008 will be tendered. 

 
2.  Objective: The Management Committee nominates three persons for election by the Board of 

Administration as the Audit Committee for the term between General Conferences. The 
nomination and election is to take place at the first meeting of the Board of Administration 
following General Conference. The members of the Audit Committee may not be members of 
the Board of Administration. 
Action - Trevor Stevens, Jay Natividad and Doug Gibson were elected to the Audit 
Committee.  They provided a draft Audit Committee Charter for the Management 
Committee to review. 

 
3.  Objective: Introduce balanced operational budgets while meeting the challenges of expanding 

ministry opportunities with finite resources. 
Action - This is in place for 2008 (excluding the impact of the pension deficit funding) 

 
E.  Personnel Committee – Randy Miller (Chair) 

 
During the past three years the Personnel Committee (Randy Miller, Brian Marchant, Barry 
Taylor) has worked very closely with Bishop Elford.  Its scope of work has included:  
 
●  Completion of a job valuation process that assigns job grades and salary rages to all staff 

positions including members of the National Leadership Team. 
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●  Review of the annual 360 performance appraisals completed on the Bishop and the 
members of the National Leadership Team.  The annual results have been excellent and the 
feedback has been helpful to the Personnel Committee and the Bishop to give affirmation to 
the National Leadership Team in strength areas and to help bring improvements in growth 
areas. 
 
Similarly, the Personnel Committee has reviewed with Bishop Elford his own annual 360 
performance appraisal. Bishop Elford’s reviews are excellent and are great affirmation for 
him as well. His willing, frank and open approach to his own areas of growth has 
significantly influenced the continual development of this gifted servant leader. This level of 
transparency has made the work of the committee the privilege that it is. 
 

●  Assisted Bishop Elford with recommending appropriate remuneration for the members of the 
National Leadership Team.  

 
F.  Study Commission on Doctrine (SCOD) – Bishop Keith Elford (Chair) 

Reports from SCOD were received throughout the last three years regarding position papers 
that were posted on the FMCiC website.  It also reported edits to The Manual of The Free 
Methodist Church in Canada beginning with those that came out of actions approved by the 
2005 General Conference.  Particular attention was given to the Delegates job description (Par 
375.5).  These edits were approved or referred back to SCOD for further work.   
 
 

4. Other Recommendations from the 2005 General Conference     
to the Board of Administration 

 
A. Find Recommendation #6:  That a Special Study Commission on Ecclesiology (study of 
the church) be established by the Board of Administration to look at alternative church 
planting movements and structures to support church development. 

  
The Special Study Commission on Ecclesiology met on May 15-16, 2006.  Its findings are 
posted on the FMCIC website. 

 
B. Celebrate Recommendation #5:  (Director of Communications position)  
In March 2007, after careful consideration, it was decided that, because of current financial 
constraints, it is not possible to hire additional staff at this time.  This recommendation was 
approved by the BOA. 

 
5. Other Significant Actions of the Board of Administration 

(2005-2008) 
 

A. The appointment of Joanne Bell as Stewardship Director 
B. The appointment of Mark Molczanski as Director of Administrative Services 
C. The approval of the Network Leader Mentor position. 
D. The appointment of Rev. Kim Henderson as Director of Personnel 
E. The discontinuation of the Director of Student Ministries position 
F. The approval of a six-week sabbatical leave for Bishop Elford 
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6. Recommendations from the Board of Administration 
 
BOA RECOMMENDATION #1:   
 
(An Amendment to Par 410.2 - Arrangements for General Conference) 
(Proposed changes are in bold and underlined.) 
 
MOTION:  That Par. 410.2 in The Manual of The Free Methodist Church in Canada be 
amended to read as follows:  “The interval between sessions shall be approximately three 
years, unless otherwise ordered by the general conference.  It shall be held at a time and 
place to be determined by the general conference board of administration.” 
 
 
    
BOA RECOMMENDATION #2:   
  
RESOLUTION #2:  General Conference Agenda, Priority of Resolution 

 
Whereas:  ¶410 SPECIAL REGULATIONS, The Manual, stipulates that only the general 

conference has power to submit a resolution for a denominational referendum, and 
 
Whereas:  Business is brought before the assembly by the motion (resolution) of a member, and 
 
Whereas:  The Agenda prescribes the order of business of the Conference –which specifies the exact 

hours, at which certain important questions are to be taken up; now therefore be it 
 
Resolved,  That Para410 be amended by the addition of subsection 
 
7. The Agenda for the General Conference is adhered to as closely as possible. 
 
8. The Resolutions segment is clearly identified, with priority placement on the Agenda.   -----------------------------------------------------------   
BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION MOTION:   
 
Whereas a deadline is established for receiving Resolutions to the General Conference; and  
 

 Whereas a process is outlined in the Standing Rules for assigning Resolutions to a body reporting to 
the General Conference; and  

 
Whereas the Agenda identifies when each body will give its report to the General Conference; and  

 
Whereas each body that is assigned a Resolution must make a recommendation to the General 

Conference with respect to the Resolution within its report;  
 

Whereas members of the General Conference are expected to be present at all sessions of the General 
Conference; 
  

   Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 2 be rejected.   
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BOA RECOMMENDATION #3:   
 
RESOLUTION #4:  Travel Equalization to be Covered by Core Giving 

 
Whereas:  The Manual, Article 7.1 TRAVEL EXPENSE states that reasonable reimbursement 

should be made (to an employee) brackets added by mover, for use of a personal vehicle for 
church-related business.  This is unrelated to employment compensation, and 

Whereas:  To be reimbursed, one must submit an account (or log of travel) providing dates of travel, 
numbers of kilometers traveled, and the purpose of the trip(s), and 

Whereas:  ‘reasonable’ is defined in The Manual as, that guidance provided by referencing the 
current Canada Revenue Agency per kilometer rates, available from the Administrative Services 
Department at the Ministry Centre, and 

Whereas:  General Conference is scheduled, well in advance, to allow a portion of the Core budget or 
as otherwise designated to be set aside to cover travel by representative churches, and 

Whereas:  Section 2.1 specifies that the Core Ministry funding program shall provide for the 
financing of the general operating needs of the general conference and the Corporation of The Free 
Methodist Church in Canada, and 

Whereas:  The Travel Equalization Payment, as it is constituted, is an arbitrary taxation on the 
Societies, now therefore be it 

Resolved, That the General Conference ‘Travel Equalization’ payment be replaced by 
establishing a reserve budget line to fund travel to General Conference, for all approved 
representatives, with costing covered through the Core Ministry funding program and based on 
the annual ‘reasonable reimbursement rate’ that is applied for conducting Conference business. 

--------------------------------------------------- 
 
BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION MOTION:    
 
Whereas the travel equalization program is a concrete evidence of the FMCIC’s value of 

connectionalism being worked out to help people from a distance to attend General Conference;  
  
Whereas the restructuring of the General Conference moved away from budget allocations to local 

churches in favour of a covenant understanding with respect to the financial support of the 
denomination’s operation; and  

 
Whereas, if the present CORE levels are not strong enough to support subsidizing sixty percent of the 

Pension Deficit, it cannot carry the additional cost of the Travel Equalization program;  
 
Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 4 be rejected.   
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BOA RECOMMENDATION #4:   
 
RESOLUTION #5  Creation of a “Resignation from Employment Agreement” 

 
Whereas:  The Manual ¶880 provides direction for the Termination of Employment, but does not 
address a Resignation from Employment, and  
 
Whereas:  The resigning Pastor may decide at any time to request to transition from this position, 
subject to compliance with the guidelines of The Free Methodist Church in Canada as outlined in 
chapter three (Par. 34) of The Manual of The Free Methodist Church in Canada, and 
 
Whereas:  Permission to a resignation creates double jeopardy for the impacted Society, through the 
direct loss of a serving Pastor with the church placed in transition, and called upon to provide 
severance compensation to the resignee; now therefore be it  
 
Resolved, That ¶880 Forms, Rituals and Documents be amended by the addition of a new section 
881, RESIGNATION FROM EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT and the template process to be 
modeled on the attached sample (see next page). 
 

------------------------------------------------------ 
 

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION MOTION:   
  
Whereas Resolution 5 speaks to appointment issues cared for by the National MEGaP; and 
  
Whereas the Board of Administration has a fiduciary responsibility to ensure that the denomination 

adheres to government employment standards and labour laws;  
 
Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 5 be referred to the 
National Ministerial Education, Guidance and Placement Committee for further study (and 
research with Human Resources specialists) with the understanding that they will report back to the 
Board of Administration. 
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BOA Recommendation #4 (continued) 
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BOA Recommendation #4 (continued) 
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BOA RECOMMENDATION #5:   
 

RESOLUTION #6:  Creation of Resource Person for Each Geographic Region of 
the Country 

 
Preamble:  We live in a time which appears to be especially challenging for pastors.  H.B. London 
in his book, “Pastors At Greater Risk”, states the following about pastors: “80% believe that Pastoral 
ministry affects their families negativity, 33% say that being in ministry is an outright hazard to their 
family, 40% report a serious conflict with a parishioner at least once a month, churchgoers expect 
their pastor to juggle an average of 16 major tasks, the clergy has the second highest divorce rate 
among all professions, 45% of pastors’ wives say the greatest danger to them and family is physical, 
emotional, mental and spiritual burnout.” There is an urgent need for better care of pastors in the 21st 
century.  Our vision is to see a healthy church in the reach of every Canadian and beyond but our 
churches are only as healthy as our leaders.  So the care of persons in spiritual leadership is critical. 

 
Whereas, a case can be made that the FMCIC has made a shift over the last 10 years from a 
connectional church to a congregational church, and  
 
Whereas, if issues arise in the local church, the burden is on the pastor and church to deal with the 
issues more than to have the FMCIC assist with the situations involved, and 
 
Whereas, for the most part this has been a good shift, the FMCIC’s structure has not advanced far 
enough to adequately give the necessary support to the local church or pastor in this new paradigm, 
and 
 
Whereas, the pastor’s network system is a step in the right direction, but for the most part network 
leaders are pastors too who have significant demands in their own churches to be saddled with the 
added responsibility of caring for the many pastors and their churches, and  
 
Whereas, network leaders may not possess the needed skills to address more complex issues in other 
church settings, and 
 
Whereas, network leaders at this time do not have the authority to deal with the situations in the 
churches in their network, and  
 
Whereas, there are a number of pastors who are transitioning from other denominations as well as 
congregations that have members who have come from various theological traditions and who may 
not fully understand the history and vision of the FMCIC, which could lead us to a further blurred 
future, 
 
Whereas, under our present system of governance, pastors are much more responsible for the 
decisions regarding their employment, right from the time of searching, securing and transitioning 
from the church, and 
 
Whereas, under our present structure, the Director of Personnel is in a potential conflict when both 
the pastor and local church are seeking direction about the same issue, but especially regarding 
employment issues, and 
 
Whereas, too many pastors are leaving ministry through burn out and stressful situations, some even 
abandoning the faith, and  
 
Whereas, our present FMCIC structure is not adequately addressing the reality of the pastor’s  
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situation as it relates to occupational stress, mental health, financial pressures, and the many issues 
surrounding their present employment, and potentially, their time of transition, and 
 
Whereas, the local church and pastor are more responsible to negotiate matters surrounding salaries 
and benefits including leave of absence, which may be a major challenge for many pastors,   
 
Therefore, be it resolved that the FMCIC name a person for each geographic 
region of the country that will serve as a resource person for pastors and that FMCIC budget provide 
for the expenses of this resource person to be remunerated, and  
 
That this person report directly to the office of the bishop, and  
 
That the FMCIC move towards employing a full time person for this position, and that this be done 
by 2010. 

------------------------------------------- 
 

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION MOTION:    
   Whereas the Network Leader and National Leadership Team have been developing a 
refined network system for The Free Methodist Church in Canada; and  
 
   Whereas the board affirms the FMCIC Matrix of Support and Accountability, while 
recognizing that it needs further refinement and healthy participation by each part so that 
each individual/position is accountable within the system in order for the Network System to 
function in a God-honoring, effective manner for all parties;  
 
   Therefore it is recommended to the General Conference that Resolution 6 be rejected.  
 
(Note:  During its April 2008 meeting, the BOA mandated that a systems analysis by an 
outside consultant be initiated by the Board of Administration elected at the 2008 General 
Conference, once the new Board members are acclimatized to the work of the Board.) 
  
 
 
7. National Leadership Team and Staff Appreciation 

 
The Board of Administration has met together at the Ministry Centre six times since General 
Conference 2005. In addition, we have met several times via teleconferences, and have used email for 
dissemination of information and voting on numerous occasions.  Since the Board serves primarily as 
a body for setting policy and direction, much of the work and effort involved in implementing the 
policies and decisions must be carried out by our National Leadership Team and denominational staff 
members.  We very much appreciate their dedication and service to God and The Free Methodist 
Church in Canada.   

 
Although the word “TEAM” is emphasized on the National Leadership level and at the Ministry 
Centre, we would be remiss if we did not recognize in particular the person who gives the ultimate 
leadership, and shoulders the huge responsibility for the proper functioning of our Free Methodist 
Church in Canada.  Our Bishop Keith Elford has been true to his calling and giftedness by God, not 
only in our country.  He has also earned the respect and confidence of the Free Methodist World 
Conference, where he has served as President since the World Conference inception eight years ago.  
He will continue as Past President on the World Conference Executive during this next four-year 
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term. To God be the glory for blessing our Free Methodist Church in Canada with a leader of such 
recognized character, competence, wisdom and faithfulness. 
 
And so to Bishop Elford, the National Leadership Team, and all the staff, as well as each of you who 
serve at the local churches throughout our country, we say a heartfelt thank you, and may God richly 
bless you as perform your acts of service for the building of His kingdom. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Board of Administration of The Free Methodist Church in Canada 

David Barbour, Laura Beach, Mary Lee DeWitt, Linda Dixon, Ike Doornekamp, Pat Duncan, 
Wade Fitzpatrick, Daniel Graham, Anathalie Jean-Charles, Marc McAlister, Don Miller, Randy 
Miller, Jay Mowchenko, Claudette Powell, Greg Pulham, Vance Sider (resigned August 2006), 
Bryan Hall (resigned October 2007) 
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